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Company: Epam

Location: Poland

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Description

We are seeking a Senior Golang Developer to join a project for our client an online

marketplace of a grocery shop chain to support their digital engineering processes.

It is a fully remote position offering you the flexibility to work from any location in Poland,

whether it's your home or one of our well-equipped offices in Gdansk, Katowice, Krakow,

Lodz, Warsaw, or Wroclaw.

SEE YOURSELF IN THIS ROLE

The client operates the international online marketplaces for a grocery shop chain: several

thousand sellers and millions of products make the client one of the fastest-growing online

marketplaces. 

The company combines extensive experience in e-commerce with flat hierarchies and a

highly motivated team. This creates the ideal environment for working flexibly and with

focus, making it the most attractive workplace in e-commerce with unparalleled flexibility for

achieving a satisfying work-life balance.

Day by day, our clients development team of about experts pursues the goal of creating the

best possible customer shopping experience for the online marketplace. To enrich the lives of
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the customers, the team collaborates in cross-functional manner.

What Youll Do

Improve different processes, that are important aspects of the clients customer journey

Take ownership of end-to-end feature development, from the architecture and coding to testing,

deployment and monitoring in production environments

Work closely together with different stakeholders and communicate effectively to achieve

the best possible outcome

Contribute to the evolution of our development processes and methodologies, exploring

new tools and technologies that can enhance the engineering practices

What You Have

Educational degree that corresponds to completed university studies in business information

technology, business engineering, mathematics or physics or comparable practical

experience

Expertise in backend development, with a comprehensive and profound experience in Golang

Solid understanding of API design, databases, and microservices architecture

Familiarity with containerization technologies like Docker, Kubernetes

Ability to write clean, maintainable and high-performance code while adhering to best

practices

Excellent communication skills

Knowledge of German language at B2 (Upper-intermediate) level and higher

We Offer

We gather like-minded people : Friendly team and enjoyable working environment

Engineering community of industrys professionals Flexible schedule and opportunity to work

remotely within Poland Chance to work abroad for up to 60 days annually Relocation within our

50+ offices

We provide growth opportunities : Outstanding career roadmap Leadership

development, career advising, soft skills and well-being programs Certification (GCP, Azure,



AWS) Unlimited access to LinkedIn Learning Language classes on English and Polish for

foreigners

We cover it all  : Stable income (Employment Contract or B2B) Participation in the Employee

Stock Purchase Plan Referral bonuses Benefits package (health insurance, multisport,

shopping vouchers) Strategically located offices featuring entertainment and relaxation

zones, table tennis and football, free snacks, fantastic coffee, and many more Corporate

and social events

We may contact chosen candidates only

About EPAM

Why EPAM

Apply Now
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